Northeast Consortium High School Base Areas

Base areas are determined by a student’s address. Assignment to the student’s base high school is guaranteed if indicated as first choice on the Choice form. Visit the Web site: http://gis.mcps.k12.md.us/GIS/PublicLocator.asp to identify a student’s base high school.

James Hubert Blake High School Base Area
- Burnt Mills ES (except addresses within walking distance of Springbrook)*
- Cloverly ES (Ashton area only)
- Fairland ES (except addresses within walking distance of Paint Branch)*
- Jackson Road ES (East of Route 29)
- Sherwood ES (Hallowell, South of Route 108 only)
- Stonegate ES
- William T. Page ES

Paint Branch High School Base Area
- Burtonsville ES
- Cloverly ES (except Ashton area)*
- Fairland ES (addresses within walking distance of Paint Branch only)*
- Galway ES
- Greencastle ES

Springbrook High School Base Area
- Broad Acres ES
- Burnt Mills ES (addresses within walking distance of Springbrook only)*
- Cannon Road ES
- Cresthaven ES
- Dr. Charles R. Drew ES
- Jackson Road ES (West of Route 29)
- Dr. Roscoe Nix ES
- Westover ES

* Walking distance is determined by MCPS and is approximately two miles for high school students.